
INTRODUCTION
We have accomplished much in a short time. 

In the fall of 2014, Irricana expressed interest in being part of 

a pilot project proposed by the Calgary Regional Partnership 

to strengthen sustainable tourism strategies and programs in 

small towns within the Calgary region. Following more than a 

year of community research, collaboration, awareness build-

ing, surveys and workshops, Irricana has a solid foundation in 

tourism development from which to move forward.

Sustainable 
Tourism 

Development 
Low impact, socially 

responsible and 
distinct tourism 

experiences. 
Economic growth 

through tourism can 
be done in a way 

that respects people, 
cultures, social 

impacts and the 
environment.

Tourism Irricana
TOURISM ASSET ASSESSMENT AND ACTION PLAN FOR THE 
TOWN OF IRRICANA: A PILOT PROJECT 

RESULTS



THE TOOLS
The Tourism Assessment Team (TAT) 
sought to draw the blueprint for tourism 
in Irricana. We met this goal by building 
relationships, identifying key resources, 
creating a strategic plan and working 
together to increase our knowledge of 
tourism development.  

Now, the Town has the tools needed to 
move forward with tourism development.    

The Connections
The Pilot was a catalyst for regional 

cooperation in tourism development. The 

TAT built partnerships with key players 

in the tourism space, and we created a 

strategy that aligns with existing initiatives. 

Our participation at the regional level 

allowed us to both learn from others 

and to share our vision for tourism in 

the region. As a result of this project, 

rural municipalities can work together to 

achieve mutually beneficial targets.        

The Knowledge 
Together we have gained a better 

understanding of Sustainable Tourism 

Development. We know the economy 

exists within a broader social, political, 

cultural and environmental context. Tourism 

does not develop in isolation, but is rather 

part of a bigger picture with multiple 

dimensions that must be considered.   

CAPACITY
BUILDING

HIGHLIGHTS
Established a target market by identifying Irricana’s “Best Customer”
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Engaged local and regional partners, including Pioneer Acres museum

Learned about and incorporated accessibility principles into all tourism project planning

Created tourism data in partnership with the Alberta Ministry of Culture and Tourism    

Contributed to Canadian Badlands “Tourism Pathway,” a process for municipal tourism 
development

1 EQTM  Explorer Quotient 
For more information: http://en.destinationcanada.com/resources-industry/explorer-quotient



Improving the Process
COMMUNITY READINESS  Each community is at a different stage of readiness 

for tourism growth and development. That stage must be identified as part of 

the tourism assessment process. We recommend a comprehensive approach that 

takes into account the political and social realities on the ground. True indicators 

of readiness are needed. This could include a Phase One immersion period, which 

would provide a longer and more in-depth evaluation of socio-political environment.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT Projects rarely go as planned, and this Pilot was no 

exception. We adapted well to the changing context and pivoted to manage the 

project in a way that worked best for the community. Future projects would benefit 

from an agreed-upon change management protocol. Such a protocol would help to 

identify risk factors and outline the course corrections needed to keep things on track.   

PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK  Clear roles and responsibilities are essential 

to project success. A partnership framework formalizes roles and responsibilities, 

establishes expectations and provides a reference point for the project’s purpose 

and goals. The Terms of Reference outlined the roles for Town Council, the Project 

Coordinator, the Tourism Assessment Team, Town Administration, and the Resource 

Group. A binding partnership agreement between the Calgary Regional Partnership 

and the Town of Irricana, however, may have better prepared us for a successful project.   

Ready for Growth? 2

Community is supportive and engaged 
Tourism champions are identified

Body in place with authority to take action
Development aligns with municipal policies 

and economic goals

2 
Canadian Badlands Tourism Pathway  http://partners.canadianbadlands.com



RESOURCE GROUP 
TRAVEL ALBERTA   |   TOURISM CALGARY   |   CANADIAN BADLANDS TOURISM

ALBERTA MINISTRY OF CULTURE & TOURISM |   BOW VALLEY COLLEGE  

COMMUNITY FUTURES WILD ROSE   

“Representatives from partner organizations active in the areas of 
tourism development provided advice, information and resources to 
support this project”
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CALGARY REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
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Bob Miller
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